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The purpose of this department is to give sufficient information about the subject matter of each
publication to enable users to decide whether to read it. It is our intention to cover all books, articles,
and other materials in the field.
Books for abstracting and eventual review should be sent to this department. Materials should
be sent to Glen Van Brummelen, Bennington College, Bennington, VT 05201, U.S.A. (E-mail:
gvanbrum@bennington.edu)
Readers are invited to send reprints, autoabstracts, corrections, additions, and notices of publications
that have been overlooked. Be sure to include complete bibliographic information, as well as translit-
eration and translation for non-European languages. We need volunteers willing to cover one or more
journals for this department.
In order to facilitate reference and indexing, entries are given abstract numbers which appear at the
end following the symbol #. A triple numbering system is used: the first number indicates the volume,
the second the issue number, and the third the sequential number within that issue. For example, the
abstracts for Volume 20, Number 1, are numbered: 20.1.1, 20.1.2, 20.1.3, etc.
For reviews and abstracts published in Volumes 1 through 13 there are an author index in Volume 13,
Number 4, and a subject index in Volume 14, Number 1.
The initials in parentheses at the end of an entry indicate the abstractor. In this issue there are
abstracts by Francine Abeles (Kean, NJ), Djamil Aı¨ssani (Be´jaı¨a, Algeria), Timothy Carroll (Ypsilanti,
MI), Hardy Grant (Ottawa, Canada), Patti Wilger Hunter (Westmont, CA), Herbert Kasube (Peoria, IL),
Niwas Lawot (Bennington, VT), Elena Marchisotto (Northridge, CA), Hassan Noon (Bennington, VT),
Peter Ross (Santa Clara, CA), Kevin VanderMeulen (Hamilton, Canada), David Zitarelli (Philadelphia,
PA), and Glen Van Brummelen.
Abeles, Francine F. Game Theory and Politics: A Note on C. L. Dodgson, in #29.3.91, pp. 77–84. A description
of the political context and the mathematical content of an 1884 pamphlet in which Dodgson sought to specify
voting arrangements that would promote fairness of proportional representation in national elections. His ideas
stemmed from his earlier use of game theory in election analysis. (HG) #29.3.1
Abeles, Francine F. The Enigma of the Infinitesimal: Toward Charles L. Dodgson’s Theory of Infinitesimals,
Modern Logic 8(3/4) (2000–2001), 7–19. A discussion of Dodgson’s inchoate theory of infinitesimals as elements
in a nonlinear (non-Archimedean) number system underlying a non-Euclidean geometry. The author provides a
context for Dodgson’s theory by surveying the main lines of thought about infinitesimals in analysis and geometry
in the 19th century. (FA) #29.3.2
Abhyankar, K. D. Babylonian Source of ¯Aryabha
.
ta’s Planetary Constants, Indian Journal of History of Science
35(3) (2000), 185–188. The author argues that ¯Aryabha
.
ta’s values of bhaga
.
nas were probably derived from
Babylonian planetary data. (GVB) #29.3.3
Abraham, George. See #29.3.181.
Ackerberg-Hastings, Amy. The Semi-Secret History of Charles Davies, in #29.3.91, pp. 85–96. A sketch of
the life and work of an enormously prolific author of textbooks, and an influential teacher, to whom “historians
of mathematics have not paid much attention.” One section deals with “Davies and the professionalization of
American mathematics.” (HG) #29.3.4
Ag˘argu¨n, A. Go¨ksel; and ¨Ozkan, E. Mehmet. A Historical Survey of the Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic,
Historia Mathematica 28 (2001), 207–214. This survey focuses on the work of Euclid, al-Fa¯risı¯, Prestet, Euler,
and Gauss. (GVB) #29.3.5
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Agazzi, Evandro. The Relation of Mathematics to the Other Sciences, in Evandro Agazzi and Gyo¨rgy Darvas,
eds., Philosophy of Mathematics Today, Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic, 1997, pp. 235–259. In efforts to discover
the reason for the success of mathematics, mathematics is viewed as a system of theories on the one hand and as a
language on the other hand. The views of Galileo, Kant, Einstein, Go¨del, and Hilbert illustrate the variation in the
relation of mathematics to the sciences. See the review by Alvin M. White in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:00008.
(TBC) #29.3.6
Aı¨ssani, Djamil. See #29.3.13 and #29.3.159.
Amor Montan˜o, Jose´ Alfredo. Set Theory in the XXth Century [in Spanish], Miscela´nea Matema´tica 31 (2000),
1–27. This paper gives an overview of the developments of set theory in the 20th century. See the review by Ignacio
Angelelli in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01035. (TBC) #29.3.7
Angelelli, Ignacio. See #29.3.7 and #29.3.195.
Arya, Shashi Prabha. Trends in Topology, The Mathematics Student 67(1–4) (1998), 113–140. An attempt to
evaluate the relative importance, past and present, of the various branches of topology. (GVB) #29.3.8
Atiyah, Michael. Mathematics in the 20th Century, American Mathematical Monthly 108 (2001), 654–666.
Based on the author’s Fields Lecture at the World Mathematical Year 2000 Symposium in Toronto, this paper
revolves around the themes “local to global,” “increase in dimensions,” “commutative to noncommutative,” and
“linear to nonlinear,” as well as the dichotomy between geometry and algebra, common methods applied across
mathematical disciplines, finite groups, and the impact of physics. (GVB) #29.3.9
Atkinson, Leigh. Where Do Functions Come From? The College Mathematics Journal 33(2) (2002), 107–
112. With the aim of helping calculus students understand the importance of functions for modern mathematics,
the author examines the changing understanding of motion and velocity from classical antiquity through the
19th century, considering how this understanding contributed to the evolution of the concept of a function.
(PWH) #29.3.10
Awodey, S.; and Carus, A. W. Carnap, Completeness, and Categoricity: The Gabelbarkeitssatz of 1928, Erkennt-
nis 54(2) (2001), 145–172. An examination of Carnap’s typescript Investigations in General Axiomatics contained
within his Nachlass, showing insights into the nature and motivation of his logicism. (GVB) #29.3.11
Badino, Massimiliano. See #29.3.155.
Baez, John C. The Octonions, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 39 (2002), 145–206. This survey
of octonions weaves occasional historical discussions into its mathematical exposition. (GVB) #29.3.12
Ballieu, Michel; and Aı¨ssani, Djamil. The Mathematical Knowledge Available in Small Kabylie in the Nineteenth
Century, Proceedings of the International Conference “Be´jaı¨a and Its Region through the Ages: History, Society,
Sciences, Culture,” Be´jaı¨a: Gehimab Edition, 1997, pp. 252–260. This talk stresses the principal sources of interest
in and the level of knowledge of mathematics in the 19th century in Little Kabylia. The recent discovery in the
Ath Urtilan area of a scholarly library of manuscripts—the Ulahbib collection—allows some conclusions through
a method of mathematical analysis of social facts. (DA) #29.3.13
Baltus, Christopher. Gauss’s Second Proof of the Fundamental Theorem of Algebra, 1815, in #29.3.91,
pp. 97–106. The proof in question is algebraic. The author provides a detailed exposition of Gauss’s argument,
with sketches of earlier ventures in the same line and of later judgments and reworkings. (HG) #29.3.14
Bartle, Robert G. See #29.3.26.
Bartocci, Claudio. See #29.3.161.
Bartolini Bussi, Maria G. The Geometry of Drawing Instruments: Argument for a Didactical Use of Real
and Virtual Copies, Cubo 3(2) (2001), 27–54. After a historical survey, the author discusses theoretical, practical,
and pedagogical issues involved in the mechanical drawing of curves. A focus of the paper is Kempe’s Theorem
(1876) on a general method of drawing plane curves by “linkwork.” Simulations using Cabri and Java are described.
(HG) #29.3.15
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Bebbouchi, Rachid. Geometrical Reflexions of the Mathematician Eugene Dewulf in Bougie, Proceedings of the
International Conference “Be´jaı¨a and Its Region through the Ages: History, Society, Sciences, Culture,” Be´jaı¨a:
Gehimab Edition, 1997, pp. 269–273. This article presents work on left surfaces realized by the mathematician
Eugene Dewulf, a founding member of the Mathematical Society of France, during his Algerian stay (1863–1872).
(DA) #29.3.16
Bell, Ian. Demonstration in Aristotle’s Metaphysics, Apeiron 32(2) (1999), 75–108. Key passages in the Meta-
physics are taken to indicate that there is one unified science which deals with being and also with being’s attributes.
It is argued that in the Metaphysics the relations between the objects studied and the concepts of being and sub-
stance are explained in terms of the proof-structures of Posterior Analytics. See the review by Albert C. Lewis in
Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01006. (TBC) #29.3.17
Bellissima, Fabio. Epimoric Ratios and Greek Musical Theory, in Maria Luisa Dalla Chiara, ed., Language,
Quantum, Music, Dordrecht: Kluwer Academic, 1999, pp. 303–326. An investigation of arithmetical properties
of epimoric ratios, which mathematically represent musical intervals of an octave, taking into account the Sectio
canonis of Euclid, as well as other Greek and Latin sources. See the review by Christoph J. Scriba in Mathematical
Reviews 2002b:01005. (EAM) #29.3.18
Bellissima, Fabio. A Problem of Fermat Relative to the Decomposition of the Epimoric Fractions, Physis 37(1)
(2000), 167–180. Fermat had proposed that a method be found for determining the number of possible different
decompositions of an epimoric ratio (which mathematically represents musical intervals of an octave) into three
epimoric factors. The author develops an algorithm which answers this proposal. See the review by Christoph J.
Scriba in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01006. (EAM) #29.3.19
Bellosta, He´le`ne. See #29.3.124.
Benvenuto, Edoardo. Adhe´mar-Jean-Claude Barre´ de Saint-Venant: The Man, the Scientist, the Engineer, in
Giornata Lincea, ed., Il Problema di de Saint-Venant: Aspetti Teorici e Applicativi [The Saint-Venant Problem:
Theoretical and Practical Aspects], Rome: Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1998, pp. 7–34. An introduction to de
Saint-Venant and to his contributions to the mathematical theory of elasticity. See the review by Jesu´s Herna´ndez
in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01035. (EAM) #29.3.20
Berberan-Santos, Mario N. See #29.3.138.
Berestovskaya, N. V. History and Philosophy of Mathematics [in Russian], in A. K. Guts, ed., Mathematical
Structures and Modeling No. 6 [in Russian], Omsk: Omskiıˇ Gosudarstvennyıˇ Univ., 2000, pp. 156–159. Considers
the appropriateness of the use of non-Euclidean mathematics in relativistic philosophies. (GVB) #29.3.21
Berggren, John Lennart. See #29.3.78 and #29.3.79.
Betsch, Gerhard. Su¨dwestdeutsche Mathematici aus dem Kreis um Michael Ma¨stlin [Southwest German Math-
ematicians from the Circle around Michael Mastlin], in Irmgard Hantsche, ed., Der “Mathematicus”: Zur En-
twicklung und Bedeutung einer neuen Berufsgruppe in der Zeit Gerhard Mercators, Bochum: Universita¨tsverlag
Dr. N. Brockmeyer, 1996, pp. 121–150. Defining a mathematician as a practitioner of applied mathematics in its
widest sense, the author looks at the work of some mathematicians from the circle around M. Ma¨stlin (1550–1631).
J. Kepler, W. Schickart, G. Galgemair, W. Bachmayer, and M. Beger. See the review by Karl-Heinz Schlote in
Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01018. (TBC) #29.3.22
Bimbo´, Katalin. See #29.3.108.
Bissel, K. The Role of A. A. Andronov in the Development of Automatic Control in Russia [in Russian],
Avtomatica i Telemekhanika 2001(6), 5–17; translation in Automation and Remote Control 62(6) (2001), 863–
874. A brief introduction to the work of Aleksandr Aleksandrovitch Andronov (1901–1952), beginning with his
work in nonlinear dynamics, and its impact on Soviet research in automatic control theory. (EAM) #29.3.23
Boger, George. The Modernity of Aristotle’s Logic, in Demetra Sfendoni-Mentzou, Jagdish Hattiangadi, and
David M. Johnson, eds., Aristotle and Contemporary Science, vol. II, New York: Peter Lang, 2001, pp. 97–112.
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Argues that Aristotle’s logic is more modern than is usually supposed, particularly his distinction between syntax
and semantics. See the review by Leon Harkleroad in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01005. (HEK) #29.3.24
Boh, Ivan. Four Phases of Medieval Epistemic Logic, Theoria 66(2) (2000), 129–144. Outlines the development
of medieval discussions on epistemic logic during the 14th century. See the review by Paloma Pe´rez-Ilzarbe in
Mathematical Reviews 2002b:03004. (EAM) #29.3.25
Bony, Jean-Michel; Choquet, Gustave; and Lebeau, Gilles. Le Centenaire de l’Inte´grale de Lebesgue [Centennial
of the Lebesgue Integral], Comptes Rendus des Se´ances de l’Acade´mie des Sciences. Se´rie I. Mathe´matique 332(2)
(2001), 85–90. Contains a reprint of, and commentary on, a remarkable 2 12 -page note of Henri Lebesgue, in which
he briefly defines measure, measurability of a function, and the Lebesgue integral. See the review by Robert G.
Bartle in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:28001. (HEK) #29.3.26
Bottazzini, Umberto. See #29.3.55.
Bradley, James. The Soviet Concept of the Correlation of Forces, in Michael Stob, ed., Thirteenth ACMS Con-
ference on Mathematics from a Christian Perspective, Grand Rapids: Calvin College, 2001, pp. 115–122. A study
of Soviet military work on the Lanchester equations and the correlation of forces. (GVB) #29.3.27
Brauer, G. U. See #29.3.146.
Bressoud, David. Was Calculus Invented in India? The College Mathematics Journal 33(1) (2002), 2–13. Dis-
cussion of how Indian astronomers, sometime between 1350 and 1550, discovered the series for trigonometric
functions. (PWH) #29.3.28
Brillinger, D. R. John Wilder Tukey (1915–2000), Notices of the American Mathematical Society 49(2) (2002),
193–201. An account of many contributions of Tukey, a topologist and statistician who “revolutionize[d] the world
of the analysis of data.” (KVM) #29.3.29
Brouwer, L. E. J. The Foundations of Topology and the Topology of the Foundations, in L. M. Schoonhoven,
ed., Gems from a Century of Science 1898–1997, Amsterdam: North-Holland, 1997, pp. 11–44. A reprint of a
classic paper by Brouwer. (GVB) #29.3.30
Burckel, R. B. See #29.3.205.
Cartier, Pierre. A Mad Day’s Work: From Grothendieck to Connes and Kontsevich. The Evolution of Concepts of
Space and Symmetry, Bulletin of the American Mathematical Society 38 (2001), 389–408. Written on the occasion
of the 40th anniversary of the Institut des Hautes ´Etudes Scientifiques in 1998, this paper deals with the nature
of space and its points, the concept of a spectrum, points and representations, noncommutative geometry, internal
symmetries, and Grothendieck’s “broken dream” of unifying Galois theory and topology. (GVB) #29.3.31
Carus, A. W. See #29.3.11.
Casini, Paolo. D’Alembert (1717–1783) [in Italian], Bollettino della Unione Matematica Italiana. Sezione A. La
Matematica nella Societa` e nella Cultura (8) 2(1) (1999), 11–16. This is an overview of the contributions of Jean
d’Alembert to the Encyclopedie of 1751 and his 1752 “Essai sur la societe des gens de lettres et des grands.” The
author makes the interesting observation that the mathematician’s social status was rather unusual—the respect
that intellectuals accorded the science of mathematics guaranteed that mathematicians were highly esteemed, even
when many lacked the competence to judge their results. See the review by Douglas M. Jesseph in Mathematical
Reviews 2002c:01028. (TBC) #29.3.32
Catanese, Fabrizio. Hilbert at the Georg August Universita¨t Go¨ttingen: Yesterday and Today [in Italian], Matem-
atiche (Catania) 55 (2000), suppl. 1, 7–24. Discusses Hilbert in the context of the development of mathematics
at Go¨ttingen, and includes the Italian versions of two of his manuscripts. See the review by Doru Stefanescu in
Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01039. (EAM) #29.3.33
Chaber, Jo´zef. See #29.3.77.
Chambers, Llewelyn G. See #29.3.203.
Choquet, Gustave. See #29.3.26.
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Christianidis, Jean. Readers of Diophantus in Byzantium, Neusis 9 (2000), 117–131. Commentaries and glosses
on Diophantus’s Arithmetica by Byzantine scholars help to clarify aspects of Diophantus’s thought which are not
evident in the original text. (GVB) #29.3.34
ˇCizˇma´r, Ja´n. The Origins and Development of Mathematical Notation (A Historical Outline), Quaderni di
Ricerca in Didattica 9 (2000), 105–124. This survey of mathematical notation emphasizes “the decisive role of
European mathematics in the elaboration of the modern notation in the main branches of elementary and higher
mathematics.” (GVB) #29.3.35
Closs, Michael P. Mesoamerican Mathematics, in #29.3.41, pp. 205–238. (GVB) #29.3.36
Cohen, Edward. Simon Newcomb and the Leap-Year Problem, in #29.3.91, pp. 107–120. A brief scientific
biography of Newcomb and an exposition of the “arithmetic of the leap year,” including a formula, due to
Newcomb, for the length of a solar year as a function of time elapsed since the beginning of the Christian era.
(HG) #29.3.37
Cohen, Hermann. Le Principe de la Me´thode Infinite´simale et son Histoire, with introduction, translation and
notes by Marc de Launay, Paris: J. Vrin, 1999, 191 pp., 135 F. The first French translation of the classical book by
Hermann Cohen (1852–1918). The author discusses the book within the context of Cohen’s entire work, notably
with respect to Cohen’s critique of Kant. See the review by Pierre Cre´pel in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01004.
(EAM) #29.3.38
Colmez, Pierre; and Serre, Jean-Pierre, eds. Correspondance Grothendieck–Serre, Paris: Socie´te´ Mathe´matique
de France, 2001, xii+288 pp., 39 . Contains a large part of the mathematical correspondence between Grothendieck
and Serre, particularly in algebraic geometry during the years 1955–1965. (GVB) #29.3.39
Cre´pel, Pierre. See #29.3.38 and #29.3.92.
Crowley, J. See #29.3.109.
D’Ambrosio, Ubiratan. A Historiographical Proposal for Non-Western Mathematics, in #29.3.41, pp. 79–92.
(GVB) #29.3.40
D’Ambrosio, Ubiratan; and Selin, Helaine, eds. Mathematics across Cultures: The History of Non-Western
Mathematics, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000, xx+479 pp., $217. This collection contains 6 articles on the connection
between mathematics and culture and 15 papers focusing on particular cultures. It “provides the teacher with
numerous examples by which to convince students that, indeed, every culture has mathematics.” The papers
are listed in these abstracts as #29.3.36, #29.3.40, #29.3.49, #29.3.61, #29.3.63, #29.3.90, #29.3.99, #29.3.112,
#29.3.128, #29.3.144, #29.3.151, #29.3.156, #29.3.173, #29.3.176, #29.3.179, #29.3.197, #29.3.199, #29.3.200,
#29.3.201, #29.3.202, and #29.3.208. See the review by Victor J. Katz in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01001.
(HEK) #29.3.41
D’Ambrosio, Ubiratan. See also #29.3.165.
Dauben, Joseph. Review of Georges Ifrah, The Universal History of Numbers and The Universal History of
Computing, part 1, Notices of the American Mathematical Society 49(1) (2002), 32–38. Dauben outlines the
deficiencies and mistakes in Ifrah’s books. See also #29.3.43. (KVM) #29.3.42
Dauben, Joseph. Review of Georges Ifrah, The Universal History of Numbers and The Universal History of
Computing, part 2, Notices of the American Mathematical Society 49(2) (2002), 211–216. Dauben outlines the
deficiencies and mistakes in Ifrah’s books. See also #29.3.42. (KVM) #29.3.43
Dauben, Joseph W. See also #29.3.58 and #29.3.104.
De Smet, Rudolf; and Verelst, Karin. Newton’s Scholium Generale: The Platonic and Stoic Legacy—Philo,
Justus Lipsius and the Cambridge Platonists, History of Science 39(123, part 1) (2001), 1–30. This is a comparison
between Newton’s text and some works by the Alexandria-born Jewish Platonist Philo (c. 20 BC–AD 50), by
the Cambridge Platonists Henry More (1614–1687) and Ralph Cudworth (1617–1688), and by the neo-stoic
Brabant humanist Justus Lipsius (1547–1606). The author shows that some of the passages in Newton’s Scholium
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Generale are similar to the passages in the above listed authors’ works. See the review by Niccolo` Guicciardini in
Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01029. (TBC) #29.3.44
Dejnozka, Jan. Origin of Russell’s Early Theory of Logical Truth as Purely General Truth: Bolzano, Peirce,
Frege, Venn, or MacColl? Modern Logic 8(3/4) (2000–2001), 21–30. A discussion of the most likely influences
on this early theory of Bertrand Russell and the effect (negative) of the delayed publication in 1994 of his 1905
paper, “Necessity and Possibility,” on the development of modal logic. The author claims that Russell’s earliest
published statements of implied modal logic appeared in the journal Mind in 1906 and 1908 as responses to the
work of H. MacColl. (FA) #29.3.45
Del Centina, Andrea. The Manuscript of Abel’s Parisian Memoir Found in Its Entirety, Historia Mathematica
29 (2002), 65–69. This memoir on transcendental functions was lost after printing. In 1952 all but eight pages
were found; the author discovered the remaining pages in 2000. (GVB) #29.3.46
Di Girolamo, Giulia. The Archimedean Influence in Galileo’s Theoremata [in Italian], Physis 36(1) (1999),
21–54. In Galileo’s Theoremata Galileo found centers of gravity for several solids. Galileo refers to his motivation
as a flawed attempt by Fredrici Commandino to use the Archimedean methods from De planorum aequilibriis.
See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01019. (TBC) #29.3.47
Dieks, Dennis. See #29.3.126.
Dudley, Underwood. The World’s First Mathematics Textbook, Math Horizons, April 2002, 8–11. The Rhind
papyrus, which dates to 1650 BC in Egypt, is organized much like most modern mathematics texts, as a set of
questions followed by their solutions. It presents techniques to solve various practical arithmetic problems of the
day, in particular those involving multiplication with reciprocals or fractions. (HN) #29.3.48
Eglash, Ron. Anthropological Perspectives on Ethnomathematics, in #29.3.41, pp. 13–22. (GVB) #29.3.49
Einstein, Albert. The Collected Papers of Albert Einstein, Vol. 8, edited by Robert Schulmann, A. J. Kox, Michel
Janssen, and Jo´zsef Illy, Princeton, NJ: Princeton Univ. Press, part A lxxii+590 pp., part B xxx+528 pp. The second
installment of Einstein’s correspondence comprises the first five Berlin years (1914 to 1918). There are letters by
and to H. A. Lorentz, W. de Sitter, K. Schwarzschild, and the mathematicians D. Hilbert, F. Klein, T. Levi-Civita,
and H. Weyl. There are also letters that are important to Einstein’s justification of his theory of gravitation as a
physical theory of space–time geometry. See the review by H. Treder in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01047a/b.
(TBC) #29.3.50
Etnyre, John B. See #29.3.60.
Ferraro, Giovanni. Rigor and Proof in the Mid-Eighteenth Century [in Italian], Physis 36(1) (1999), 137–
163. This is an investigation of the standards of rigor in mathematical analysis between 1740 and 1770, drawing
heavily on material from Euler. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01030.
(TBC) #29.3.51
Figa`-Talamanca, Alessandro. How to “Objectively” Evaluate the Quality of Scientific Research: The Case of the
Impact Factor [in Italian], Bollettino della Unione Matematica Italiana. Sezione A. La Matematica nella Societa` e
nella Cultura (8) 2(3) (1999), 249–281. This article contains an extensive analysis of the ways in which scientists
adapt their habits of publication, citation, choice of journal, etc., to the method based on the number of times that
the publication in question is cited in other publications during the first two years. See the review by Eduard Glas
in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01048. (TBC) #29.3.52
Fine, Kit. Cantorian Abstraction: A Reconstruction and Defense, Journal of Philosophy 95(12) (1998), 599–
634. Seeks to show the coherence and relative plausibility (but not necessarily the correctness) of Cantor’s
and Dedekind’s account of number and order type. See the review by Yehuda Rav in Mathematical Reviews
2002b:01031. (EAM) #29.3.53
Frankenstein, Marilyn. See #29.3.140.
Franklin, James. The Science of Conjecture: Evidence and Probability before Pascal, Baltimore/London:
Johns Hopkins Univ. Press, 2001, xiii+497 pp., $55. A historical study of rational methods of dealing with
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uncertainty, including scientific fields, but also rhetorical, legal, social, philosophical, religious, and other perspec-
tives. (GVB) #29.3.54
Freguglia, Paolo. Studies on the Foundations of Mathematics in the Second Half of the Nineteenth Century, with
Particular Emphasis on the Situation in Italy [in Italian], Matematiche (Catania) 55 (2000), suppl. 1, 161–205.
The core of the paper is an account of Veronese’s work on the foundations of multidimensional geometry and
Peano’s axiomatic approach to the geometry of position. See the review by Umberto Bottazzini in Mathematical
Reviews 2002c:01033. (TBC) #29.3.55
Friedman, Michael. Reconsidering Logical Positivism, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999, xx+252
pp., $19.95. A collection of essays that attempts to reappraise dispassionately the origins, motivations, and true
philosophical aims of the logical positivist movement. In particular, the author argues that its main innovation
was a new conception of a priori knowledge and its role in empirical science. See the review by Eduard Glas in
Mathematical Reviews 2002a:00005. (HEK) #29.3.56
Friedman, Michael. Geometry, Construction, and Intuition in Kant and His Successors, in Gila Sher and Richard
Tieszen, eds., Between Logic and Intuition, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000, pp. 186–218. A
discussion of the meaning given to spatial intuition by Kant, Helmholtz, Poincare´, and Weyl. See the review by
Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:00005. (EAM) #29.3.57
Gasser, James, ed. A Boole Anthology: Recent and Classical Studies in the Logic of George Boole, Dordrecht:
Kluwer, 2000, xii+336 pp., $144. A collection of papers which survey Boole’s mathematical and philosophical
accomplishments, some of which emerged from a conference on Boole in Lausanne in 1997. See the review by
Joseph W. Dauben in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:03004. (HEK) #29.3.58
Gatto, Romano. The Debate about Methods and Vincenzo Flauti’s Challenge to the Mathematicians of the
Kingdom of Naples [in Italian], Rendiconto dell’Accademia delle Scienze Fisiche e Matematiche (4) 67 (2000),
181–233. A detailed account of an episode in the long debate between the synthetic and analytic viewpoints in
geometry, during the period between 1771 and 1839. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical
Reviews 2002b:01027. (EAM) #29.3.59
Geiges, Hansjo¨rg. A Brief History of Contact Geometry and Topology, Expositiones Mathematicae 19(1) (2001),
25–53. This article gives an overview of the historical origins of contact geometry beginning with Sophus Lie in
1872 and continuing through the present. See the review by John B. Etnyre in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:53129.
(TBC) #29.3.60
Gerdes, Paulus. On Mathematical Ideas in Cultural Traditions of Central and Southern Africa, in #29.3.41,
pp. 313–343. (GVB) #29.3.61
Giacardi, Livia. The Corrado Segre Archive, Historia Mathematica 28 (2001), 296–301. The University of
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(#28.2.115). (GVB) #29.3.66
Gregory, Andrew. Aristotle, Dynamics and Proportionality, Early Science and Medicine 6(1) (2001), 1–21.
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Hayashi, Takao. A Set of Rules for the Root-Extraction Prescribed by the Sixteenth-Century Indian Mathemati-
cians, Nı¯laka
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ntha Somastuvan and ´San˙kara Va¯riyar, Historia Scientiarum 9(2) (1999), 135–153. The commentaries
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application to root-extraction by place-value notation and to the approximation of roots of nonsquare numbers.
See the review by A. I. Volodarskiı˘ in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01013. (HEK) #29.3.72
Hayashi, Takao. Govindasva¯min’s Arithmetic Rules Cited in the Kriya¯kramakarı¯ of ´San˙kara and Na¯ra¯ya
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na,
Indian Journal of History of Science 35(3) (2000), 189–231. The author discusses Govindasva¯min’s arithmetic
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the review by Pradip Kumar Majumdar in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01015. (EAM) #29.3.73
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und eine ¨Ubersetzung seines Lateinischen Manuskriptes sowie Erga¨nzender Dokumente [The Law of Refraction
in the Version Due to Snellius. Reconstruction of His Path of Discovery and a Translation of the Latin Manuscript
and Supplementary Documents], Archive for History of Exact Sciences 55(4) (2001), 297–344. A translation of,
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Korte, Bernhard. Vojtech Jarnik’s work in combinatorial optimization, Discrete Mathematics 235(1–3) (2001),
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Leibniz, Gottfried Wilhelm. Die Grundlagen des Logischen Kalku¨ls, edited and with commentary by Franz
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See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01008. (HEK) #29.3.129
Pambuccian, Victor V. See #29.3.47, #29.3.51, #29.3.57, #29.3.59, #29.3.129, #29.3.139, and #29.3.187.
Pasles, Paul. Digging for Squares, Math Horizons, April 2002, 17–19. A popular account of the author’s search
for the magic squares created by Benjamin Franklin. (GVB) #29.3.130
Paul, Siegfried. Die Moskauer Mathematische Schule um N. N. Lusin [The Moscow Mathematical School around
N. N. Luzin], Bielefeld: B. Kleine Verlag GmbH, 1997, 238 pp. This book contains a description of the growth
and development of the Moscow mathematical school, with special reference to the role played by N. N. Luzin
and the campaign against him in the summer of 1936. See the review by F. Smithies in Mathematical Reviews
2002c:01049. (TBC) #29.3.131
Pedley, T. J. James Lighthill and His Contributions to Fluid Mechanics, in John L. Lumley, Stephen H. Davis, and
Helen L. Reed, eds., Annual Review of Fluid Mechanics, Vol. 33, Palo Alto, CA: Annual Reviews, 2001, pp. 1–41.
Summarizes the life of Lighthill and his research in acoustics, traffic flow, and biological fluid mechanics and
gives a brief description of the work of his thesis students. See the review by Thomas H. Sonar in Mathematical
Reviews 2002b:01042. (EAM) #29.3.132
Pelletier, Francis Jeffry. Did Frege Believe Frege’s Principle? Journal of Logic, Language and Information 10(1)
(2001), 87–114. There are actually two theses known as Frege’s principle. This paper is an investigation into the
extent to which Frege really believed them. (GVB) #29.3.133
Pengelley, David. See #29.3.100.
Pepe, Luigi. See #29.3.147.
Pe´rez-Ilzarbe, Paloma. See #29.3.25.
Pesic, Peter. The Validity of Newton’s Lemma 28, Historia Mathematica 28 (2001), 215–219. The validity
of this lemma, in Book I of the Principia, was questioned by Derek Whiteside; Pesic argues that Whiteside’s
counterexamples would not have been admitted as valid curves by Newton. (GVB) #29.3.134
Piccuti, Ettore. Leonardo Da Pisa e il suo Liber Abaci [in Italian], Proceedings of the International Conference
“Be´jaı¨a and Its Region Through the Ages: History, Society, Sciences, Culture,” Be´jaı¨a: Gehimab Edition, 1997,
pp. 274–281. In this paper the author tries to determine the influence of Arabian mathematics in Leonardo of Pisa’s
Liber Abaci. (DA) #29.3.135
Plofker, Kim. The “Error” in the Indian “Taylor Series Approximation” to the Sine, Historia Mathematica 28
(2001), 283–295. Discusses a Sanskrit commentary on a medieval approximation to the sine that resembles a
Taylor series that sheds light on its apparent inaccuracy, and emphasizes that the this work was rooted in geometric
approximation rather than notions of calculus or analysis. (GVB) #29.3.136
Poggendorff, Johann Christian. Biographisch–Literarisches Handwo¨rterbuch der Exakten Naturwissenschaften
[Biographical–Literary Lexicon of the Exact Natural Sciences], Berlin: WILEY-VCH Verlag Berlin GmbH, 2000,
6 CD-ROMs, 1277.21. This new electronic edition of the renowned Poggendorff database contains all volumes
from the first volume (which appeared in 1863) to the current VIII/1. (GVB) #29.3.137
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Pogliani, Lionello; and Berberan-Santos, Mario N. Constantin Carathe´odory and the Axiomatic Thermody-
namics, Journal of Mathematical Chemistry 28(1–3) (2000), 313–324. Axiomatic thermodynamics, a creation of
Carathe´odory, centers around certain properties of Pfaffian differential equations. (GVB) #29.3.138
Posy, Carl J. Immediacy and the Birth of Reference in Kant: The Case for Space, in Gila Sher and Richard
Tieszen, eds., Between Logic and Intuition, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000, pp. 155–185. The author
shows how the three characteristics Kant assigns to human intuition give rise to his view that the representation
of space is pure intuition. See the review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01032.
(TBC) #29.3.139
Powell, Arthur B.; and Frankenstein, Marilyn. In Memoriam Dirk Jan Struik: Marxist Mathematician, Historian
and Educator, For the Learning of Mathematics 21(1) (2001), 40–43. Surveys Struik’s life and his major mathe-
matical, historical, and political interests. Includes some anecdotes from the authors’ personal acquaintances with
Struik. (PR) #29.3.140
Pritchard, Paul. Metaphysics  15 and Pre-Euclidean Mathematics, Apeiron 30(1) (1997), 49–62. The author
proposes that Aristotle’s Metaphysics  15 can be understood as a reference to a pre-Euclidean theory of ratio.
See the review by Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01009. (EAM) #29.3.141
Pulkkinen, Jarmo. Russell and the Neo-Kantians, Studies in History and Philosophy of Science 32A(1) (2001),
99–117. Discusses the debate between logicists and neo-Kantian philosophers at the beginning of the 20th century.
The author analyzes Russell’s 1949 book (A Critical Exposition of the Philosophy of Leibniz), comparing it to
E. Cassirer’s 1902 work (Leibniz System in seinen Wissenschaftlichen Grundlagen) and discusses the neo-Kantian
criticisms of Russell’s definition of natural number. See the review by Hourya Sinaceur in Mathematical Reviews
2002b:00011. (EAM) #29.3.142
Puppi, Giampietro. Vito Volterra and the Physics of His Time [in Italian], in International Conference in Memory
of Vito Volterra [in Italian], Rome: Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei, 1992, pp. 257–270. A discussion of some of
Volterra’s work, particularly the periodic motions of the terrestrial pole, electrical discharges in gases, the flux of
mechanical energy, addresses and proposals, and mathematical ecology (species competition, predator–prey) and
its consequences (basic dynamics of the laser phenomenon, autocatalytic chemical reactions). See the review by
Martin E. Muldoon in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01032. (HEK) #29.3.143
Puttaswamy, T. K. The Mathematical Accomplishments of Ancient Indian Mathematicians, in #29.3.41,
pp. 409–422. (GVB) #29.3.144
Qu, An Jing. Methods for Determining the Intercalary Month in a Chinese Calendar-Making System: A Problem
of Probability [in Chinese], Journal of Northwest University 30(6) (2000), 465–469. A study of the three methods
for intercalating leap months in the Chinese calendar, each of which predicts only a possible position of a leap
month. (GVB) #29.3.145
Ramı´rez Rodrı´guez, Marı´a Eva. Abel’s Study of the Binomial Series [in Spanish], Epsilon 16(3) (2000), 351–
375. Abel’s proof of the binomial expansion of (1 + x)µ, where x is a complex number such that |x | < 1 and µ
is an arbitrary complex number, is presented. Cauchy’s fallacious proof of the same result is also presented. See
the review by G. U. Brauer in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:40006. (TBC) #29.3.146
Rashed, Roshdi. Pierre Fermat et les De´buts Modernes de l’Analyse Diophantienne, Historia Scientiarum 9(1)
(1999), 3–16. Distinguishing Fermat’s arithmetic research as belonging to two different traditions—that of Eu-
clidean and neo-Pythagorean arithmetic and that of Diophantine analysis—the author focuses on a theorem of
Fermat concerning prime numbers and his work in the latter tradition. See the review by Luigi Pepe in Mathematical
Reviews 2002b:01024. (EAM) #29.3.147
Rav, Yehuda. See #29.3.53.
Rebstock, Ulrich. The Kita¯b al-Ka¯fı¯ fı¯ Mukhta
.
sar (al-
.
hisa¯b) al-Hindı¯ of al-
.
Sardafı¯, Zeitschrift fu¨r Geschichte der
Arabisch-Islamischen Wissenschaften 13 (1999/00), 189–204. A summary and analysis of the arithmetical treatise
of this late 10th-century Yemeni mathematician. Also discusses a 14th-century commentary by al-
.
Ha¯milı¯, which
contains an iterative procedure for extracting square roots—its earliest occurrence in manuscripts thus far studied.
See the review by Jan P. Hogendijk in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01011. (HEK) #29.3.148
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Reid, Miles. Twenty-Five Years of 3-Folds—An Old Person’s View, in Alessio Corti and Miles Reid, eds.,
Explicit Birational Geometry of 3-Folds, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000, pp. 313–343. Treats
different aspects of the birational theory of 3-folds, leading to the development of Mori theory, The author
includes autobiographical tidbits which give a personal context for the discoveries. See the review by Mark Gross
in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:14001. (EAM) #29.3.149
Rice, Adrian. A Gradual Innovation: The Introduction of Cauchian Calculus into Mid-Nineteenth-
Century Britain, in #29.3.91, pp. 48–63. The career of Cauchy’s limit-based methods, in a context dominated
by the algebraic approach of Lagrange, “provides an excellent illustration of the predominance of algebraists
over analysts (in the modern sense), and applied over pure, among nineteenth-century British mathematicians.”
(HG) #29.3.150
Ritter, James. Egyptian Mathematics, in #29.3.41, pp. 115–136. (GVB) #29.3.151
Rius, Monica. La Alquibla en al-Andalus y al-Magrib al-Aq
.
sa` [The Qibla in Andalus and the Maghrib],
Barcelona: Univ. of Barcelona, 2000, 418 pp. This study of the qibla in Andalus and the Maghrib contains a
critical edition of the 14th-century treatise Kita¯b al-Qibla, by Abu¯‘Alı¯ al-Ma
.
smu¯dı¯. (GVB) #29.3.152
Roberts, David Lindsay. E. H. Moore’s Early Twentieth-Century Program for Reform in Mathematics Edu-
cation, American Mathematical Monthly 108 (2001), 689–696. E. H. Moore’s failed efforts to improve mathe-
matics education centered around the “laboratory method” and might be seen as a forerunner of reform today.
(GVB) #29.3.153
Robitaille, Ariane. Can We Learn Something about Combinatorics from Review Journals? in #29.3.91,
pp. 196–203. The author tracks the emergence of combinatorics as an independent branch of mathematics by
scrutiny of Mathematical Reviews and Zentralblatt fu¨r Mathematik from 1950 to 1980. The clues are changing
systems of classification, numbers of items on combinatorics, and the journals which published those items.
(HG) #29.3.154
Robotti, Nadia; and Badino, Massimiliano. Max Planck and the “Constants of Nature,” Annals of Science 58(2)
(2001), 137–162. A reconstruction of the process that introduced the constants of nature into the black-body
radiation law of Planck in 1900, beginning with the constants given by Wien in 1896 and those given by Planck
in 1899. The relationship between these three pairs of constants is explored, as well as the impact of Planck’s
considerations of constants on the formulation of his famous law. (EAM) #29.3.155
Robson, Eleanor. The Uses of Mathematics in Ancient Iraq, 6000–600 BC, in #29.3.41, pp. 93–113.
(GVB) #29.3.156
Robson, Eleanor. Neither Sherlock Holmes nor Babylon: A Reassessment of Plimpton 322, Historia Mathemat-
ica 28 (2001), 167–206. Robson presents an analysis of this notorious Babylonian tablet that rejects explanations
in terms of trigonometry and generating functions in favor of regular reciprocal pairs. Robson contextualizes
the tablet, “perhaps thereby knocking it off its pedestal” to take its place within a broader study of cuneiform
mathematics. (GVB) #29.3.157
Robson, Eleanor. Words and Pictures: New Light on Plimpton 322, American Mathematical Monthly 109 (2002),
105–120. This paper, based on an address at the Joint Mathematics Meetings in New Orleans in 2001, argues
for a respect for cultural context when deciphering contributions of ancient mathematical texts, and presents a
“historically, culturally, and linguistically convincing interpretation” of the numbers on this ancient Babylonian
tablet. (GVB) #29.3.158
Rouxel, Bernard; and Aı¨ssani, Djamil. The Geometrician Albert Ribaucour in Bougie, Proceedings of the In-
ternational Conference “Be´jaı¨a and Its Region Through the Ages: History, Society, Sciences, Culture,” Be´jaı¨a:
Gehimab Edition, 1997, pp. 261–268. The object of this paper is to determine the mathematical contribution of
Ribaucour during his Algerian stay (in particular, his conflict with Gaston Darboux). (DA) #29.3.159
Rusnock, Paul. Philosophy of Mathematics: Bolzano’s Responses to Kant and Lagrange, Revue d’Histoire des
Sciences 52(3–4) (1999), 399–427. A discussion of Bolzano’s position on the nature of mathematical proof in
contrast to those of Kant and Lagrange. The reviewer in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01019, Michael Otte,
complains that it “is very well informed with respect to Bolzano’s mathematical and logical accomplishments
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but transforms his adversaries into mere dummies and does not do justice to the epistemology of mathematics.”
(HEK) #29.3.160
Sa´nchez Valenzuela, Adolfo. A Partial Description of the Development of Differential Geometry in the XXth
Century, and a Biased Look at Its Future [in Spanish], Miscela´nea Matema´tica 32 (2000), 69–102. This is a
nontechnical overview of the development of differential geometry in the previous century. See the review by
Claudio Bartocci in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01041. (TBC) #29.3.161
Sandl, Marcus. Raumvorstellungen und Erkenntnismodelle im 18. Jahrhundert [Concepts of Space and Models
of Cognition in the 18th Century], Berichte zue Wissenschaftsgeschichte 23(4) (2000), 419–431. Compares and
contrasts Newton’s and Leibniz’s physical concepts of space, illustrating Leibniz’s less-well-known theory with
examples of 18th century natural history, demography, and economic theory. (GVB) #29.3.162
Sargolini, Federica. Vincenzo Galilei’s Critique of Gioseffo Zarlino’s Numerical Mysticism [in Italian] Nuncius
15(2) (2000), 519–550. Explores important issues concerning the methodological approach to musical phenomena
raised in the dispute between the foremost musical theorist of the 16th century and Galileo’s father, a practical
musician. (EAM) #29.3.163
Sarma, Sreeramula Rajeswara. Sul
.
ta¯n, Su¯ri and the Astrolabe, Indian Journal of History of Science 35(2) (2000),
129–147. The 14th-century chronicle S ı¯rat-i F ı¯ru¯z Shahı¯, written during a period of considerable interest in the
astrolabe, is analyzed to glean coherent information concerning this astronomical instrument. (GVB) #29.3.164
Sayward, Charles. See #29.3.81.
Schalley, Andrea C. Das Mathematische Weltbild der Maya [The Mathematical Worldview of the Maya],
Frankfurt am Main: Peter Lang, 2000, 296 pp. This book is a rich review of current research concerning Mayan
calendars and numerical systems, with the necessary references to Maya religion, cosmology and mythology. The
bibliography of 534 titles adds to this attractive book an introduction to a variety of research topics. See the review
by Ubiratan D’Ambrosio in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01004. (TBC) #29.3.165
Scha¨rlig, Alain. Compter avec des Cailloux: Le Calcul ´Ele´mentaire sur l’Abaque chez les Anciens Grecs [Count-
ing with Pebbles: Elementary Calculation on the Abacus among the Ancient Greeks], Lausanne: Presses Poly-
techniques et Universitaires Romandes, 2001, ii+340 pp. The author presents the results of research by himself
and others into the use of the abacus by the Greeks from 500 to 1 BC. Contains a useful set of references. See the
review by Albert C. Lewis in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01011. (TBC) #29.3.166
Schlote, Karl-Heinz. See #29.3.22 and #29.3.82.
Schneider, Ivo. See #29.3.188.
Schotch, Peter K. See #29.3.115.
Schubring, Gert. Recent Research on Institutional History of Science and Its Application to Islamic Civilization,
in Ekmeleddin ˙Ihsanog˘lu and Feza Gu¨nergun, eds., Science in Islamic Civilization, ˙Istanbul: Research Centre for
Islamic History, Art & Culture, IRCICA, 2000, pp. 19–36. A study of institutions in the history of Islamic science
and comparison with Western counterparts. The author has himself released this paper restored to its original
version from the published version due to his disagreement with how the paper was edited. (GVB) #29.3.167
Schubring, Gert. Argand and the Early Work on Graphical Representation: New Sources and Interpretations, in
Jesper Lu¨tzen, ed., Around Caspar Wessel and the Geometric Representation of Complex Numbers, Copenhagen:
Royal Danish Academy of Sciences and Letters, 2001, pp. 125–145. An investigation of some of the works on
graphical representation of complex numbers of mathematicians who worked independently of Wessel, especially
Argand, Bue´e, Daviet de Foncenex, Wallis, and Karsten. (GVB) #29.3.168
Schulmann, Robert. See #29.3.50.
Schupp, Franz. See #29.3.104.
Scriba, Christoph. See #29.3.18 and #29.3.19.
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Sela, Schlomo. Abraham ibn Ezra’s Scientific Corpus Basic Constituents and General Characterization, Arabic
Sciences and Philosophy 11(1) (2001), 91–149. Attempts to analyze the texts relevant to judging the importance
of the work of 10th-century mathematician Abu¯ Sahl al-Qu¯hı¯ on centers of gravity. (GVB) #29.3.169
Selin, Helaine; and Sun, Xiaochun, eds. Astronomy across Cultures: The History of Non-Western Astronomy,
Dordrecht: Kluwer, 2000, xxiv+655 pp. This book is a series of extended survey articles on specific topics compiled
by the editor of the recent Encyclopedia of the History of Science, Technology, and Medicine in Non-Western
Cultures. This book has the potential to make the serious study of non-Western astronomy accessible to a wider
audience. The 21 articles are arranged roughly geographically. A theme throughout the book is the link between
the sky, nature, and humanity. See the review by Glen R. Van Brummelen in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01001.
(TBC) #29.3.170
Selin, Helaine. See also #29.3.41.
Serre, Jean-Pierre. Expose´s de Se´minaires (1950–1999), Paris: Socie´te´ Mathe´matique de France, 2001, viii+259
pp., 39 . A collection of talks given by Serre; themes include algebraic topology, number theory, Lie groups,
algebraic geometry, and modular forms. (GVB) #29.3.171
Serre, Jean-Pierre. See also #29.3.39.
Sesiano, Jacques. Algebra of Leonard of Pisa and Its Influence in Medieval Europe, Proceedings of the In-
ternational Conference “Be´jaı¨a and Its Region Through the Ages: History, Society, Sciences, Culture,” Be´jaı¨a:
Gehimab Edition, 1997, pp. 282–287. In this article the author presents Leonardo of Pisa’s work, which influenced
mathematical research for three centuries. In algebra, Fibonacci considered systems of linear equations and was
the first to consider the possibility of problems of negative numbers. (DA) #29.3.172
Sesiano, Jacques. Islamic Mathematics, in #29.3.41, pp. 137–165. (GVB) #29.3.173
Shafarevich, I. R. Reminiscences about V. A. Rokhlin [in Russian], in N. N. Ural’tseva, ed., Proceedings of
the St. Petersburg Mathematical Society, vol. 7 [in Russian], Novosibirsk: Nauchnaya Kniga, 1999, pp. 269–
273. Personal accounts of several episodes in the life of V. A. Rokhlin, who was a major contributor to topology,
ergodic theory, and real algebraic geometry. See the review by N. V. Ivanov in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01043.
(EAM) #29.3.174
Shank, Michael H., ed. The Scientific Enterprise in Antiquity and the Middle Ages, Chicago: Univ. of Chicago
Press, 2001, 450 pp., hardbound $50, softbound $27. A collection of papers taken from Isis on a wide variety of
scientific topics, many of which are relevant to early history of mathematical astronomy. (GVB) #29.3.175
Shea, William R. See #29.3.207.
Shigeru, Jochi. The Dawn of Wasan (Japanese Mathematics), in #29.3.41, pp. 423–454. (GVB) #29.3.176
Sieg, Wilfried. A New Perspective on Hilbert’s Program [in Italian], Lettera Matematica Pristem 38 (2000),
38–45. Despite the failure of Hilbert’s foundational program caused by Go¨del’s Theorem, some reformulations
allowed the derivation of results concerning the problem of consistency in analysis. (GVB) #29.3.177
Simonson, Shai. See #29.3.99.
Sinaceur, Hourya. See #29.3.142 and #29.3.209.
Siu, Man-Keung. The Pythagorean Theorem Again? Anything New? Cubo 3(2) (2001), 1–9. Various proofs and
generalizations due to, or adopted by, Pappus, Legendre, the Zhou Bi Suan Jing, Liu Hui, and Tha¯bit ibn Qurra.
The emphasis is on “the teaching aspect.” (HG) #29.3.178
Sizer, Walter S. Traditional Mathematics in Pacific Cultures, in #29.3.41, pp. 253–287. (GVB) #29.3.179
Smithies, F. See #29.3.131.
Sonar, Thomas H. See #29.3.132.
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Spraggon, Donna I. M. Felix Klein’s Erlanger Programm and Its Influence, in #29.3.91, pp. 64–76. The
author examines the possible influence of the “EP” on the “Italian school” of geometry, on Riemannian geometry
and the theory of relativity and on the teaching of geometry before about 1920 and concludes that much of
the credit traditionally given to the EP “has more to do with the reputation of Klein than with the EP itself.”
(HG) #29.3.180
Steele, John M. A 3405: An Unusual Astronomical Text from Uruk, Archive for History of Exact Sciences
55(2) (2000), 103–135. Demonstrates that the astronomical data on planetary phenomena and lunar eclipses in
this text are consistent with calculation by schemes given in the astronomical cuneiform texts published by Otto
Neugebauer. See the review by George Abraham in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01003. (HEK) #29.3.181
Steele, John M. Eclipse Prediction in Mesopotamia, Archive for History of Exact Sciences 54(5) (2000), 421–
454. An account of the various methods apparently used by Mesopotamian astronomers to predict both solar and
lunar eclipses. (GVB) #29.3.182
Stefanescu, Doru. See #29.3.33 and #29.3.81.
Stigler, Stephen M. Ancillary History, in Mathista de Gunst, Chris Klaassen, and Aad van der Vaart, eds., State
of the Art in Probability and Statistics (Leiden, 1999), Beachwood, OH: Institute of Mathematical Statistics, 2001,
pp. 555–567. Three examples from ancillary statistics (Laplace and the location parameter problem; Edgeworth,
Pearson, and the correlation coefficient; and Galton and contingency tables) are presented and discussed. See the
review by Kun He in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:62001. (TBC) #29.3.183
Stillwell, John. The Continuum Problem, American Mathematical Monthly 109 (2002), 286–297. Describes
various themes that have developed in the study of the continuum problem in the 20th century and notes that the
problem continues to generate new ideas in set theory. (GVB) #29.3.184
Straume, Eldar. From Kepler’s Problem to the Three-Body Problem and the Trojan Asteroids, Normat 48(3)
(2000), 97–114. Describes Lagrange’s assertion of the existence of the Trojan asteroids and a well-known but
unsolved problem arising from it. (GVB) #29.3.185
Strikwerda, John C. See #29.3.194.
Sudakov, V. N. The Unrealized Project of V. A. Rokhlin [in Russian], in N. N. Ural’tseva, ed., Proceedings of
the St. Petersburg Mathematical Society, vol. 7 [in Russian], Novosibirsk: Nauchnaya Kniga, 1999, pp. 274–289.
Gives a detailed outline of a planned book (which was never produced) to discuss the evolution of geometrical
ideas from ancient to modern times. See the review by N. V. Ivanov in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:01044.
(EAM) #29.3.186
Sun, Xiaochun. See #29.3.170.
Suppes, Patrick. Finitism in Geometry, Erkenntnis 54(1) (2001), 133–144. In this Festschrift in honour of Wilhelm
K. Essler on his 60th birthday, the author presents a quantifier-free axiom system for affine geometry. See the
review by Victor V. Pambuccian in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:03024. (EAM) #29.3.187
Sylla, Edith Dudley. Jacob Bernoulli on Analysis, Synthesis, and the Law of Large Numbers, in Michael Otte
and Marco Panza, eds., Analysis and Synthesis in Mathematics, Dordrecht: Kluwer, 1997, pp. 79–101. The paper
concerns the cultural history of science. The mathematics in the paper is restricted to a short quotation from
Todhunter’s account of Jakob Bernoulli’s proof of the law of large numbers. See the review by Ivo Schneider in
Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01027. (TBC) #29.3.188
Tait, W. W. Cantor’s Grundlagen and the Paradoxes of Set Theory, in Gila Sher and Richard Tieszen, eds.,
Between Logic and Intuition, Cambridge, UK: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2000, pp. 269–290. An argument for a
better understanding of Cantor’s Grundlagen, one of the principal purposes of which was to explain and justify
his theory of transfinite numbers. Cantor’s distinction between sets and proper classes did not arise from the set-
theoretic paradoxes. See the review by E. Mendelson in Mathematical Reviews 2002a:01020. (HEK) #29.3.189
Tattersall, James; and McMurran, Shawnee. An Interview with Dame Mary L. Cartwright, D.B.E., F.R.S., The
College Mathematics Journal 32(4) (2001), 242–254. Interview conducted in person and through correspondence.
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Cartwright (1900–1998), a student of G. H. Hardy and E. C. Titchmarsh, made important contributions to the
theory of functions and differential equations. (PWH) #29.3.190
Tazzioli, Rossana. Green’s Function in Some Contributions of 19th Century Mathematicians, Historia Mathe-
matica 28 (2001), 232–252. Green’s function, one of a number of direct methods to solve Dirichlet’s problem,
appears in the work of Helmholtz, Riemann, Lipschitz, Carl and Franz Neumann, and Betti as a way to solve
various problems in physics. (GVB) #29.3.191
Thiele, Ru¨diger. Hilbert and His 24 Problems, in #29.3.91, pp. 1–22. This paper discusses Hilbert’s career
before 1900, the background of his famous Paris lecture, the 23 problems there set out, Hilbert’s philosophy of
mathematics, and the (hitherto unpublished) “24th problem,” on simplicity of proofs. (HG) #29.3.192
Thomas, Robert S. D. Mathematics and Fiction: A Pedagogical Comparison, in #29.3.91, pp. 204–208. The author
undertakes an exploration, “which might be useful pedagogically,” of analogies between a (simple) story and a
theorem-with-proof in mathematics. Thus each begins with entities (in a story, characters) and their relationships;
and narrative consequence in a story corresponds to logical consequence in a proof. (HG) #29.3.193
Thome´e, Vidar. From Finite Differences to Finite Elements. A Short History of Numerical Analysis of Partial
Differential Equations, Journal of Computational and Applied Mathematics 128(1–2) (2001), 1–54. Discusses
important developments in the theory of the ideas of stability and convergence, beginning with the 1928 paper
of Courant, Friedrichs, and Lewy. See the review by John C. Strikwerda in Mathematical Reviews 2002b:65003.
(EAM) #29.3.194
Torres Alcaraz, Carlos. Mathematical Logic in the XXth Century [in Spanish], Miscela´nea Matema´tica 31
(2000), 61–105. An expository paper giving an overview of the development of mathematical logic in the 20th
century. See the review by Ignacio Angelelli in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:01042. (TBC) #29.3.195
Treder, H. See #29.3.50.
Troitskii, Evgenii V. See #29.3.118.
Tsarev, Serguei P. Integrability of Equations of Hydrodynamic Type from the End of the 19th to the End of
the 20th Century, in H. W. Braden and I. M. Krichever, eds., Integrability: The Seiberg–Witten and Whitham
Equations, Amsterdam: Gordon & Breach, 2000, pp. 251–265. This is a review paper on the modern theory of
integrable systems of hydrodynamic type with the form u jt =
∑n
j=1 v
i
j (u)u jx , i = 1, . . . , n. See the review by
Youjin Zhang in Mathematical Reviews 2002c:37001. (TBC) #29.3.196
Tuckey, Curtis. See #29.3.114.
Turnbull, David. Rationality and the Disunity of the Sciences, in #29.3.41, pp. 37–54. (GVB) #29.3.197
Van Brummelen, Glen R. Sin (1◦): From Ptolemy to al-Ka¯shı¯, in #29.3.91, pp. 209–215. Ptolemy found, by
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